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LiquidAgents Healthcare Ranks #59 on “Fastest Growing U.S. Staffing Firms” by SIA 

Plano, Texas – July 11, 2012 – LiquidAgents Healthcare, a healthcare staffing and comprehensive 

workforce procurement firm, announced today that it took the 59th spot on the fastest-growing U.S. 

staffing firms list by the Staffing Industry Analysts. LiquidAgents had a compound annual average 

revenue growth of 17.7% over 4 years.  

 

“We are thrilled to make the list,” said Sheldon Arora, Chief Executive Officer of LiquidAgents. “Our 

team is focused on building long-term relationships with our clients. We constantly strive to make sure 

our clients and job seekers get to the best possible place they want to be with a company they know 

and trust. Those values are instilled in our employees from day one.”  

 

Staffing Industry Analysts ranking is based on compound average annual growth between 2007-

2011, with revenue adjusted for acquisitions. To qualify for the list, staffing firms also had to have at 

least $1 million in revenue in 2007. Only U.S. based companies were eligible for consideration. The 

annual list includes staffing firms with compound annual revenue growth of 15 percent or greater from 

2007 through 2011. 

 

About LiquidAgents Healthcare, LLC  

LiquidAgents Healthcare provides clinical staffing solutions to public and private healthcare facilities 

across the United States. The company has served healthcare facilities since 2003 by providing 

proven, experienced healthcare professionals, staffing flexibility, industry- leading credentialing 

methods, and dedicated customer support. Certified by the Joint Commission with their Gold Seal of 

Approval and voted by employees as a “Best Place to Work” multiple times, LiquidAgents Healthcare 

is a trusted name in healthcare staffing. 

LiquidAgents Healthcare is centrally located in Plano, Texas. For more information about 

LiquidAgents Healthcare visit www.liquidagents.com or call 1.888.301.9333.  
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